IMPERSONAL ABSOLUTE  MONARCHY
began to take place in the mode of life of the privileged classes.
Permanent customs, established by tradition, were replaced by
temporary fashions adopted by high society with a view to dis-
tinguishing it from the mass of the people; these fashions produced
changes in dwelling-houses, costume, amusements, table-manners
and appointments, and polite usages.
The castles now ceased to be fortresses and became country
pleasure-houses. Their moats were filled in and their towers
turned into mere ornaments; while rich families had a town house
as well in which they spent part of the year. Amusements became
less martial, tournaments being replaced by carrousels, or displays
of horsemanship, introduced from Italy. In future, mimic com-
bats took the form of fencing with the rapier, of Italian origin,
which underwent certain transformations in France. It would
take too long to describe the successive forms of costume, for the
fashion was constantly changing in various ways. On the whole,
women's dress became more complicated and assumed a stiff
form, sometimes of inordinate fullness, especially in the collar
and skirt. Men's costume was sometimes tight-fitting, while at
other times, as in the days of Louis XIII, it was easy and martial
in style. As early as the sixteenth century, though there was
already a large variety of popular dances, a large number of
dances, most of them slow and stately, were introduced at court
from various foreign countries.
But the greatest changes were in manners. Up till that time
French people of all classes had been ignorant of the use of any-
thing but knives and spoons at table ; everybody would dip his
spoon into the soup-tureen or hold the meat in the dish with his
hand while carving it. During the seventeenth century the nobles
and rich bourgeois ceased to eat like peasants. They adopted the
use of the fork from Italy, and it became customary to give every
guest a plate for his soup1 and meat and provide him with a glass,
or goblet, which was set on a sideboard (buffet). Meal times,
which remained almost unchanged in the country - breakfast
(dejeuner) on rising, dinner at ten o'clock, and supper at five -
1 It was an old French custom to pour broth on slices of bread known as saupes.
The name was afterwards applied to the whole dish, the original meaning being
preserved, in the French expression tretnper une soupe (to serve up the soup by
pouring it on the bread). The term potage, in use north of the Loire, applies to
broth without bread.
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